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Questions
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Hardware 
What are we missing?  
What are we likely to get soon?  

What will be the hardware challenges in achieving this vision?  
Goniometers?  
Cameras?  
Can current phase plates be part of a high throughput vision?  
Are there new hardware solutions under development that will help in the future? 



My tomo history
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FEI 2000-2011 
Pre-calibration (Koster lab/FEI). 

NIH 2006 
The ‘Subramaniam special’ (200 nm instead of 400 nm reproducibility: freeze stage XY). 

EMBL 2011-current 
UCSF Tomo (Agard lab). 
SerialEM (Mastronarde). 

Most versatile: SerialEM. 
Best features: post-actions, continuous readout, dose-symmetric script.
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Deflection coils
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Deflectors need a range. 
Large range, high noise. 
Noise is filtered. 
Filtering creates delay. 

Can we switch off the electronics filter to remove the 
delay? 
Does it remove delay? 
How much deflector noise on deflector coils without 
filtering?



Lens hysteresis
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Faster cameras
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High frame-rate cameras. 
Constant video stream into buffer. 
Cut frames from buffer. 

Gatan K2 can do continuous acquisition through SerialEM, 40 fps, streams to RAM. 

Thermo Fisher Falcon 3 has infrastructure for feedback though its CMTS (e.g. as used in EPU frame 
alignment), 40 fps, in bursts (max length?). 

Direct Electron, 92 fps, streams to SSD. 

Dectris can maintain continuous streams at 9000 fps. 



Faster cameras
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Figure 1 Describes the data path from Camera data to Application data. The Sensor delivers Raw data 
that is processed into meaningful Scientific data (in today’s language this would be the frames or dose 
fractions). In the CAPP platform Scientific data can then be processed on-the-fly (currently in Falcon 
3EC limited to drift correction) to yield Application data for further interpretation/processing, or it can 
be used to drive the microscope in real-time by the TEM feedback loop. 



Phase plates
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Setting up (conditioning) Volta phase plate is slower than continuous tilt series acquisition! 

Phase plate contrast to gain speed or to gain alignment? 
Do we need the same dose we would use without phase plate? 
Should we first try Volta phase plate SPA experiment with phase plate, 4 e/Å^2 total dose in 40 frames? 

Berkeley laser phase plate: 
No need to change phase plate. 
No need to condition phase plate. 
Constant phase shift. 

Charging tilted samples will stil be a problem! 
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Figure 3. Alternative realizations of laser phase plates. (A) Plano-parabolic
cavity; (B) high-NA lens; (C) high-NA lens with retroreflector; (D) two focused,
retroreflected beams. The electron beam is propagating orthogonally to the
page.

thus have a low-loss dielectric coating. Finally, the laser beam feeding the cavity is collimated,
simplifying mode match. The phase shift is given approximately by the same equation as for the
sphere, but r is replaced by an effective reflectivity reff, which is reduced because of losses when
the photons spill over the perimeter of the mirror. reff = 0.9 might be possible, and the required
laser power is now 35 W. Such an arrangement could thus satisfy all requirements using a CO2

laser.

3.3. Fabry–Perot cavity

Power buildup by factors of 100 000 or more [19] is possible with high-reflectivity dielectric
mirrors. Unfortunately, they can at present only be applied to relatively flat surfaces. Cavities
using such mirrors are called Fabry–Perot cavities; their eigenmodes are Gaussian beams [20].
In order to keep losses due to the mirror aperture below a part per million, we choose the
mirror radius rm & (5/2)w(L/2), where w(L/2) is the 1/e2 intensity radius of the beam at the
mirrors. This results in a radius w0 = (5/2)�/(⇡NA) of the focus, where numerical aperture
NA = rm/R. The phase shift is given by equation (3) where the factor N= 0.030/(1 � r).

At present, commercial dielectric mirrors reach NA = 0.04. At � = 532 nm and a finesse
F⌘ ⇡/(1 � r) = 50 000, we would thus need a laser power of 8 W, which is available from
commercial lasers. However, to obtain a 1/2 intensity radius of 2 µm, which corresponds to a
1/e2 intensity radius of w0 = 1.7 µm, a minimum NA = 0.25 is required at � = 532 nm. If such
a cavity could be built with a finesse of 7500, it would reach the required phase shift with an 8 W
laser. Even then, however, the standing wave in the cavity will have a large number of maxima
and minima along the beam direction, forming a phase grating that diffracts the electron beam
and is thus undesirable. Also, the half-width of the intensity in the y-direction is given by the
Rayleigh range zR ⇡ ⇡�/(2NA)2, and is even larger than w0. These disadvantages are alleviated
at high NA ⇡ 1, which makes the central maximum dominate.

3.4. Designs without cavity

A simple way to achieve this is using a lens of large NA, see figure 3, not using a cavity.
If the aperture of the lens is 3/2 times the waist w( f ) at the lens (so that it transmits 99%
of the laser power), the resulting radius of the focus is w0 ⇡ �/(2NA). The phase shift is

New Journal of Physics 12 (2010) 073011 (http://www.njp.org/)



Phase plates
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Goniometers
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TEAM 1 piezo stage at NCEM? 

elements for Cc correction found only in the C-COR. The
power consumed by the C-COR when aligned for 80 keV is
64% less than for 300 keV, whereas the D-COR power
consumption is similar. This results in a very different
operating temperature for the C-COR at the two voltages.
TEAM I offers flexibility with stored alignments for opera-
tion at both 80 and 300 keV, but users need to plan their
experiments according to the desired accelerating voltage
well in advance to avoid waiting for the microscope to
stabilize.

Stability during Image Corrector Alignment
Another critical stability measurement is how the C-COR
image corrector responds to changes of different elements
during alignment procedures. We first measured a series of
diffractograms over 4 min at 300 keV from defocused
amorphous C and determined the twofold astigmatism
~A1! from the Thon rings via the CEOS software. Figure 2b
shows the measurements relative to their median value over
time. Scatter is due to measurement error of the CEOS
software and instabilities in the corrector elements; how-
ever, the variations are on a time scale that is longer than
single image acquisitions. The blue circles show measure-
ments acquired with minimal disturbance to the micro-
scope. The lower-order aberration threefold astigmatism
~A2! and coma ~B2! were then measured with a Zemlin
tableau and corrected ~Zemlin et al., 1978!. A subsequent
series of A1 measurements is plotted as gray squares show-
ing higher scatter. Finally, the chromatic aberrations were
measured by varying the accelerating voltage by 6300 eV
and correcting the low-order chromatic-aberration linear
dispersion ~Wc!, which involves changes to the electrostatic
lenses among other elements. This produces a much larger
scatter ~red crosses! indicating that the microscope is most
sensitive to this last set of measurements and corrections.
Figure 2c is a probability plot showing the percentage of the
A1 measurements that are less than each measured value for
the 3 sets of 100 A1 measurements normalized to their
median value. This plot clearly shows that changes made to
the electrostatic elements produce the largest instability.
The standard deviations of each set of measurements are
sA1 ! 0.65, 1.26, and 3.18 nm, respectively, which roughly
increases by 2" for each measurement set. Fortunately,
correction of the chromatic coefficients is not typically
necessary for HRTEM experiments, and user operation is
only impacted for specialized energy filtered experiments
requiring large energy slits. The measurements presented
represent stability for the 4 min immediately following a
correction, and more investigation is needed to determine
the lifetime of the instabilities.

TEAM Stage: Description and Operation
The TEAM project included development of a sample stage
with only piezo-electric motors that is integrated with the
microscope column @see patents ~Duden, 2009; Schmid &
Andresen, 2011; van de Water et al., 2011!# . The TEAM
stage offers combined capabilities of precision five-axis move-

ment, ultrahigh tilting capabilities, and remarkable stability.
Sample alignment is accomplished by tilt rotation ~a # g!
with full access to a ! 61808and g ! 61808, which
provides a large range of sample orientations limited only
by shadowing from the sample. The TEAM stage has coarse
movement to quickly traverse completely across a sample
and fine movements down to 14 pm precision. Its unique
piezo-driven tilt-rotate design requires users to interact
differently with the stage relative to traditional goniometers
to manipulate the sample, but the learning curve is mild
and mitigated by integrated software controls. The ultra-
low drift ~;11 pm/min! combined with 14 pm movement
precision along the X, Y, and Z directions provide addi-
tional advanced functionality for users.

The stage is built with a set of Ti wires ~called the
chopsticks! that hold a specialized 1 mm sample puck with
grooves on the outer perimeter. Figure 3a shows a model of
the entire stage module with the chopsticks holding a sam-
ple puck. The stage consists of two separate modules: an
alpha module for y-z-a movements and a beta module for
x-g movements. The alpha module is attached to the micro-
scope column, and the beta module is connected to the
alpha module such that the g rotation axis is dependent on
the a tilt. a rotation is implemented as a combination of y-z
displacements. x motion is accomplished by simultaneously,
equally moving the chopsticks in/out, and g in-plane rota-
tion is accomplished by moving the chopsticks oppositely.
x, y and z movements can be accomplished either in a
stepping motion with step sizes from ;250 nm to 10 mm or
fine-piezo motion with 6200 nm range and 14 pm fidelity.
Thus, the entire 1 mm sample can be quickly traversed or
atomic columns can be finely centered. Stage focusing with
the z piezos can be used in place of the microscope defocus.
1 mm sample preparation for the specialized TEAM pucks
is discussed in the next section.

A common problem with tilt-rotate stages is the rela-
tive difficulty of aligning a sample on zone-axis for atomic
resolution imaging due to the unintuitive tilting scheme as
compared to a # b stages. Also, the g-axis is not eucentric
for any point except the exact center of the sample, and the

Figure 3. a: The TEAM stage is an all-piezo driven sample stage
completely housed in the objective lens portion of TEAM I. It
allows for five-axis movement and is a tilt-rotate ~a # g! design
with a range of a ! 61808and g ! 61808. The holder accom-
modates 1 mm samples glued into special pucks of either the
~b! annular-style with 1 mm inner diameter or ~c! tip style.
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nently glued into a separate puck. Adapters to fit the 1 mm
puck samples in normal 3 mm grid holders are available if
the sample is to be further investigated outside of TEAM I.

Typical C-coated Au, Cu, etc. TEM grids with drop-cast
materials such as nanoparticles are the easiest sample type
to prepare for TEAM I. A 1 mm punch is used to cut a
round 1 mm portion of the 3 mm grid and is then glued
into the TEAM puck ~see Figs. 5a–5c!. Many holey, lacey,
and ultrathin C samples have been prepared with little
visible damage to the substrate, as seen in Figure 5c. Sample
preparation of this type is typically done at NCEM, and
approximately 24 h lead time is suggested to allow for time
to punch and mount the sample. The glue hardens at room
temperature in a few hours but can be cured at 938C for
15 min for immediate sample preparation if necessary.

Monolithic samples made by traditional polishing/ion
milling can be prepared with a few different methods. The
first method is focused ion beam ~FIB! liftout ~Gianuzzi &
Stevie, 2004! using a tomography tip-style puck shown in
Figure 3c. Lamellas and pillars can be milled in the FIB to
sufficient thickness for high-resolution experiments and
also ion milled to further reduce the surface roughness. The
tomography puck is loaded into TEAM I and imaged with
the TEAM stage tilt at a ! 908such that the g-axis offers
full 61808rotation without shadowing—ideal for 3D elec-
tron tomography. Traditional polishing can also be accom-
plished starting with a 1 mm piece of material that can fit in
an annular puck, and techniques to deal with the reduced
sample dimensions have been developed at NCEM. It is also
possible to use a nano- or femto-second laser to cut a round
1 mm piece from a monolithic 3 mm sample. Si and SrTiO3

samples have been successfully prepared with this method,
but heat damage and material redeposition need to be
further investigated in other materials. We are currently
testing laser cutting of samples successfully analyzed in
TEAM 0.5 that could benefit from the higher tilt range of
the TEAM stage and other capabilities of TEAM I. Thus,
despite the initial difficulty of preparing and manipulating
such small specimens, 1 mm sample preparation for TEAM I
is becoming routine at NCEM.

Direct-Electron Detector
In addition to a Gatan US1000 CCD, TEAM I is equipped
with a development version of a radiation-hard CMOS
active pixel sensor direct-electron detector designed for
300 keV electrons ~Battaglia et al., 2010!. It consists of 9.5 "

9.5 mm2 pixels patterned on a Si window thinned to 50 mm,
which directly detects electron events unlike traditional
scintillator/CCD detectors. The thin Si window transmits
incident electrons, minimizing the detector point spread
function ~PSF! due to electron multiple scattering, and the
normalized MTF is shown in Figure 6 with the Gatan MTF
for comparison @calculated using code from ~Van den Broek
et al., 2012!# . The detector acquires 1k "1k images with 2.5,
10.5, or 21 ms exposure times at ;40 fps, but upgraded
readout technology will soon allow up to 400 fps. The
detector combines direct-electron imaging with fast acquisi-
tion allowing for cluster imaging where the sample is irradi-
ated at low-dose conditions ~,102 e# mm#2 frame#1! such
that each image consists of single electron events spread
across the detector field of view. The incident electrons
deposit energy into the pixel it initially strikes and the
surrounding pixels. During post-processing of thousands of
images, the center of each intensity distribution can be
located to subpixel accuracy, and the resulting composition
of event coordinates produces an image with a near-zero
PSF while minimizing the dose applied to the sample ~Batta-
glia et al., 2009!. Fast readout, single-electron sensitivity,
and microscope stability enable this advanced type of image
acquisition. Rapid acquisition is also capable of observing
dynamics at atomic resolution.

The TEAM detector, still in the development stages,
requires a separate acquisition system and is not integrated
with the standard microscopy software. This requires users
to manage two separate systems ~microscope and TEAM
detector!, but the detector is controlled through a well-
designed GUI software for data acquisition and rapid image
display. The detector outputs raw data files that require
manual dark and gain correction, which can complicate
data analysis both during acquisition and post-processing.

Figure 5. a: 3 mm Cu grid showing two round 1 mm holes from
TEAM I sample preparation. b: The resulting 1 mm piece is then
glued into ~c! an annular-style puck.

Figure 6. The MTF for the 1k " 1k TEAM detector and Gatan
US1000 installed on TEAM I for 300 keV incident electrons.
Calculated using method and code from Van den Broek et al.
~2012!.
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Operation of TEAM I in a user environment at NCEM. 
Ercius P, Boese M, Duden T, Dahmen U. 
Microsc Microanal. 2012 Aug;18(4):676-83. doi: 10.1017/S1431927612001225.

180 degrees tilt. 
11 pm/min drift. 
Stepping motion 250 nm to 10 um. 
Piezo motion +/- 200 nm, 14 pm steps



Dedicated system: cryo TEAM-like project for new stage?
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“TEAM” stands for Transmission Electron Aberration-corrected Microscope, and the project involved 
two separate instruments. 

The TEAM Project was a collaboration led by DOE’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
(Berkeley Lab) and including DOE’s Argonne and Oak Ridge National Laboratories, the Frederick 
Seitz Materials Laboratory of the University of Illinois, and two private companies specialising in 
electron microscopy, the FEI Company headquartered in Portland, Oregon which built the TEAM 
microscopes, and CEOS of Heidelberg, Germany which developed the new aberration correctors. 
The project began in June, 2004 and was completed at a cost of $27.1 million.
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Hardware 
What are we missing? 1) GOOD STAGE! 2) MEMS? 3) Cc correction? 
What are we likely to get soon? Just more microscopes…..


